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“A Storm in a Teacup”
The equity markets crash over the
past two weeks wrongfully blamed
entirely on LTCG.
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Monetary Policy
Rising inﬂation globally gives the markets the jitters
On February 1st 2018 the Finance Minister, Mr.
Arun Jaitley, presented the annual budget for
the ﬁnancial year 2018-19. Minutes after he
proposed the introduction of LTCG, the country’s leading stock markets- the NIFTY and the
BSE Sensex crashed. The correction in the
stock markets continued for another 2 weeks.
While the correction in stock markets were
quickly blamed on the LTCG, there were other
factors that sustained the crash. The LTCG is
for long term investors while the daily ﬂuctuations are more due to the daily trades, which
attract an STCG or Short Term Capital Gains
Tax. The STCG had been in existence prior to
the budget and was left as-is in the budget.
Therefore, the market crash due to the introduction of LTCG was just a reaction.
So why did the Indian stock markets continue
to crash? The markets crashed across the
world and the Indian stock markets followed
the trend. With the oil prices rallying over the
most of last year, the bond yields across the
world began rising. The rising bond yield made
bonds a more attractive asset relative to equities. Thus money exited equities causing equity
markets across the world to correct. Relatively
the Indian markets’ crash was less drastic compared to the other economies’. However, this

correction is temporary and world economies
are expected to continue growing thereby
leading stocks to rally.
India:
The economic parameters of India for the
month of January 2018 has been positive. The
services sector, which is the biggest contributor for the GDP growth of India has been growing after remaining ﬂat for the month of
November 2017. The economy is seen shaking
adapting to the structural and disruptive
changes introduced in the last ﬁnancial year
such as the GST. While the adaptation has
been slow, the positive eﬀects can be seen in
the long term. Manufacturing activity as measure by PMI is also positive. The IIP for the
1
month
of December 2017 stood at 7.1% compared to 2.6% in Dec 2016.
Similar to the rest of the world, the inﬂation in
India has been rising. The inﬂation as measured by CPI is 5.21% for the month of Dec
2017. This high level of inﬂation was not seen
since 2014. The WPI inﬂation is at 3.58%, which
is still comfortable. The RBI would like to maintain inﬂation at 4% ± 2%. However, there is a
risk of rising inﬂation.
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Oil prices could seen going up. Oil has the largest share of India’s imports. Simultaneously,
the Rupee value also has been weakening over
the past month. Apart from these, certain
reforms have been introduced in the Budget
that could impact inﬂation- namely the raising
of Minimum Support Price to 1.5 times the production cost.

December 2017. Manufacturing activity in
Japan has been picking up rapidly. The Japanese economy is export dependant, so a weakening of Yen in the Global markets is one of the
factors that the Government and Bank of Japan
are working towards. The weakening yen has
played a big factor in the improving manufacturing and export activity.

European Union/ United Kingdom:

United States:

The inﬂation rate of European Union and
United Kingdom for the month of Dec’17 is
1.4% and 3.10%. Developed countries would
prefer an Inﬂation rate of above 2%. Therefore
UK is comfortably in a position to raise interest
rates. The Bank of England hinted at raising
interest rates in the coming months. However,
this is subject to the growth in the economy.

The US economy is quite stable, as observed
by the Federal Reserve in its last policy meet.
The inﬂation is also over the 2% mark. These
factors will prompt the Federal Reserve to
raise interest rates in the coming year. There
have been indications that the Federal Reserve
might increase interest rates thrice a year,
although the Federal Reserve kept interest
rates unchanged in the latest policy meeting.

European Union was also expected to raise
interest rates considering a robust and sustained growth in the economy through the last
year. Although the head of the European Central Bank has tried to play down the likelihood,
the buying of government bonds by the ECB
would be tapering oﬀ. The European Central
Bank for now is keeping its interest rates ﬁxed
at 0%.
Japan:
The Japanese stock exchange, Nikkei 225,
corrected the most among the Asian Indices.
The Index which ended at a high of 24,124 on
24th Jan 2018 reached a low of 21,154 on 14th
Feb 2018 or a correction of 13.3%. Since
second half of January 2018, Asian stock indices experienced weakness and some of the
biggest sell oﬀs happened in Japan, China and
India.
However, the PMI indicators suggest that the
economy is expanding. Service sector which
constitutes 60% of the economy has been
growing. Positive Service PMI indicates that the
economy is stabilising. Core Inﬂation rate of
Japan is 0.9% for Dec’17. Interestingly, the
Unemployment rate which stood at a multi
decade low of 2.7% in the month of November
2017 has increased marginally to 2.8% in

Owing to rising inﬂation in the US, the yield of
treasury bonds will rise. Towards the end of
January 2018, US treasury bonds had a yield of
2.88%. The US Treasury bonds have not seen
this high a yield since 2014. This was one factor
that made US bonds more attractive.
Easier availability of credit from central Banks
has been boosting the economies and therefore the stock markets over a decade. The US
Federal Reserve maintained an interest rates
at 0.25% through most of this decade. This
easy availability of credit fueled growth for the
developed economies.
In the month of January some of the big corporations including Alphabet, which owns
Google, and Apple reported marginal decline
in earnings. With the prospect of Federal
Reserve raising interest rates, the growth in
proﬁts of these companies also becomes diﬃcult. This reduces the valuation of these companies marginally, which in turn leads to a
decline in the stock markets.
This resulted in decline of Equity market starting from US, and this eﬀect was seen worldwide, due to which the correction in markets
was seen.
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Latin America:

Brazilian economy has been progressing.

One of the biggest beneﬁciaries of the commodity rise in the world economy is Latin
American economy, owing to the dependant of
exports on commodity. Brazil which is the largest economy of the region has been expanding
slowly out of the sluggish growth seen in the
last year. The services PMI of Brazil for the
month of Dec was 47.4 which was a rapid
decline, but the PMI for Jan has neither
increased nor declined but remained ﬂat at
50.0. Manufacturing has picked up. Overall, the

About one year ago, Brazil grew out of its worst
recession in recent times. Although it did has
managed to sustain its growth, the recovery
has been shaky. Brazil would be holding elections in October 2018. The outcome of these
elections will determine the future policies that
the economy of Brazil will be adapting. Latin
American economies are slowly shifting from
leftist to rightist Government, so investments
can be expected to pick up in the region.

Equity
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Equity
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Fig 1: The NIFTY over the last 2 months

Equity markets rallied through the month of January reaching to all time highs crossing 11100
mark. Positive global cues, and quarterly corporate earnings and growth in Banking and other
sector stocks aided this rally.
However, a weakness in the Asian Stock Markets Equities from the second half of January 2018
led to the stock markets losing. The fear of higher interest rates and impact of rising inﬂation in
the US led to the selloﬀ in global markets. Potentially higher bond yields also dampened sentiments in US markets aﬀecting Indian Equities. Foreign institutional investors sold equities worth
Rs 1,263.57 crore on 5th Feb, which also added for Nifty’s Crash.
Owing to the rising bond yield of US treasuries, the FII outﬂow from India has been close to ₹6710
crores in the ﬁrst half of February 2018.
However, Indian stocks markets were overvalued prior to the crash. Thus, a correction of this sort
is more beneﬁcial in the long term.

Commodities
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Fig 2: Oil markets in the past 2 months

Oil is the most important constituent of Indian import basket, and over the past half year the oil
markets have seen a rapid growth owing to persistent production cuts by OPEC as well as declining inventory levels in United states.
Oil prices rallied for the Month of January 2018 reaching to new highs since 2014.
Oil prices rallied after the U.S. government reported the tenth straight weekly drop in U.S. crude
stockpiles by, 1.1 million barrels after which the U.S. crude Oil prices topped $65/ barrel on 25th
Jan 2018 for the ﬁrst time since December 2014.
Oil prices fell sharply after the U.S. government reported crude stockpiles rose by 1.9 million barrels. U.S. crude fell to a one-month low on 7th Feb at 61.79 $/ barrel. With production cuts sustaining in OPEC & Russia and the increased production US oil production, the oil markets can be
expected to stabilize.
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Table 1: Commodity Prices as on 13th February 2018
Commodity (quantity)

Price (USD)

Projection (fortnight)

Copper (tonne)

6,907

Ranged

Nickel (tonne)

13,250

Ranged to Positive

WTI Crude Oil 1 month
futures (barrel)

58.95

Ranged

Natural Gas (MBTU)

2.61

Ranged

3,438.50

Ranged

Zinc (tonne)
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$/ tr. oz
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Fig 3: Gold prices over the last 2 months

Gold prices for the month of January 2018 rallied owing to economic events. Gold prices on 25th
January 2018 edged to their highest at 1360 $/ tr.oz since August 2016, as the US dollar hit
three-year lows after comments by US Treasury secretary Steven Mnuchin that he welcomed a
weaker currency. Gold has an inverse relationship with the US Dollar, a weakening US Dollar
strengthens Gold.
Gold prices were aﬀected after US Federal Reserve kept interest rates unchanged but said inﬂation likely would rise this year and hinted at “further gradual” rate increases.

Table 2: Precious Metal Prices as on 13th February 2018
Commodity (quantity)
Gold (tr.oz.)
Silver (tr. Oz.)
Platinum (tr. Oz.)

Price (USD)

Projection (fortnight)

1,329.40

Ranged to Positive

16.61

Ranged to Positive

979

Ranged

Investment Strategy
Volatility is expected to persist in the global economy in the short term. The P/E ratio of the Indian
markets are still high, thus the upside of the equity of equity markets is till limited. More correction will be needed for the markets to trade at par. However, with the economy adapting to the
structural changes introduced by the government last year, the markets can be expected to rally
in the medium to long term after correction. Best to stay invested for the long term rather than
trade. Investing through an SIP will help manage volatility in the portfolio.
With the government set to borrow further, the availability of Government bonds in the market
will also increase. Increased availability of Govt of India bonds in the markets will weaken bonds
brieﬂy. However, rising yields will make bonds attractive. Additionally, the relatively higher inﬂation will make bonds yields rise further. It would therefore be best to invest in medium duration
bonds
Volatility in the global markets will aid gold prices. Further volatility is expected from the US Gov't
shutdown. While gold may be expected to rally, it should not be invested in as an asset for
returns. It is best to keep 5-10% of portfolio in gold as a hedge.

Global Economy
A quick look at the economic events that are taking place across
the world and the likely outcome.
Country/Region

US

EU

Event

US keeps interest rates unchanged

European Central Bank announces
easing of bond-buying

Impact(Projected)

• US Dollar strengthens
• Gold weakens

• Euro Strengthens

Bank of England keeps interest rates
steady

• GBP weakens

Asia Paciﬁc

China begins pruning debt

• Yuan strengthens

India

Budget proposes raising MSP to
1.5x production costs

• Indian inﬂation rises
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